
REF. BCN24150

€1,490,000 Penthouse - For sale
Excellent renovated pnthouse with 2 bedrooms and a terrace for sale in a
Modernista building dating back to 1910 and with great views in El Putxet,
Barcelona
Spain »  Barcelona »  Barcelona City »  El Putxet »  08023

2
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2
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Floorplan  

200m²
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OVERVIEW

Spectacular penthouse with 2 double bedrooms in the
Zona Alta, with 3 terraces totaling 200 m² and with views
of Barcelona city.

This property is located in the Zona Alta area of Barcelona, next to the Sarrià-Sant
Gervasi district, is located in a listed Modernista building with all the classic period
features, but it has undergone a spectacular renovation. It consists of 3 floors, 2
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, an open kitchen, a living-dining room and a dressing room.

On the first floor, we find the open kitchen, a living-dining room with access to the
terrace and a dressing area with a bathroom.

The second floor has a double bedroom and the second bathroom. Climbing some
stairs with marble walls, we reach the second bedroom, located in the tower, which
enjoys a lot of light and tranquility, as well as beautiful views of the city.

The terrace, distributed over 3 levels, is set up as a chill-out area, and has a barbecue
and space that can be used as a solarium. The terrace is equipped with automatic
irrigation.

It enjoys plenty of privacy, since it is the only apartment on the floor with a lot of
natural light and a good location near international schools.

Also, this property offers a parking space in the same building.

Please contact us for more information or to arrange a visit.

lucasfox.com/go/bcn24150

Terrace, Garden, Lift, Wooden flooring,
Period features, Period Building,
Natural light, Parking, Views,
Transport nearby, Security, Renovated,
Near international schools, Exterior,
Double glazing, Chill out area,
Built-in wardrobes, Barbecue, Balcony,
Alarm, Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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